
Have you seen the act where a
juggler runs from stick to
stick keeping a series of

plates spinning in the air and trying to
keep them from crashing to the floor?
Bill Puruczky, owner of The Archery
Zone, puts me in mind of that juggler
on steroids as he dashes from one
customer to another answering ques-
tions and making adjustments all
while directing other customers
where to find a particular item. Bill
speaks like a machine gun on full
automatic while his every move is cal-
culated and quite clearly shows his
years of sales experience. As soon as
Bill is finished with one customer he
directs them to the check-out where a
member of his staff awaits. In a split
second Bill is deeply engrossed in ani-
mated conversation with the next
customer, his hands flying while he
flashes his ever present smile.

While watching the activity and
constant customer flow in The
Archery Zone it is easy to understand
why it is one of the leading shops in
the nation in sales for both Mathews
and Hoyt. What might be harder to
believe is that The Archery Zone did
not even exist two short years ago and
it was brought to life under what
many would consider an impossible
set of circumstances. The story of Bill
Puruczky and The Archery Zone is one
that clearly shows that adversity is just
an opportunity in disguise and
demonstrates that sometimes what
you can accomplish is limited only by
your imagination.   

Bill was 56 years old in 2007 when
he learned that his long-time employ-
er was suddenly and without warning
closing its doors. During the last 30
years of Hornick’s Sporting Goods 90
year history it saw a constantly declin-
ing market as the Johnstown,
Pennsylvania area went from a
bustling smoke filled steel mill town to

one with a rapidly deteriorating
industrial base and high unemploy-
ment. Struck with a devastating flood
in 1977 which destroyed the store and
inventory, Hornick’s struggled to
rebuild its business. Another problem
and the final blow came in the form of
increased competition from a Gander
Mountain store established in a local
shopping center. All of these condi-
tions were factors in the decision by
the owners to close the store. 

For the first time in his 37 year
career Bill was unemployed.
Fortunately a job offer from Gander
Mountain was on the table and it
meant a steady job, health care and
other benefits. While the choice to
join the powerful chain seemed obvi-
ous Bill saw another option, one that
many people might have thought

foolish or even dangerous. He decided
to open up his own archery pro shop
in the light of what appeared to be
overwhelming odds. As he heads into
his second year in business Bill is not
only surviving but is drawing cus-
tomers from an 80 mile plus radius.
How is that possible, you might ask?
The answer lays in Bill’s distinctively
different personality, his unique
approach to business and in a career
that in many ways prepared him for
exactly this moment which seemed
like the perfect storm of adverse busi-
ness conditions. For a better under-
standing lets take an in-depth look at
the factors that led up to the opening
of The Archery Zone.

Bill began working part time at
Hornick’s Hardware and Sporting
Goods when he was a teenager.
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Retailer’s Comeback Success

Bill placed his work area at one side of the main shop in total view of the customers. “By
locating my work area in the shop I can made quick adjustments while keeping in con-
tact with my customers,” Bill explained. “It also allows me to perform necessary work
between customers but be readily at hand if someone walks in.” From what this writer
observed, Bill has the ability to keep up a constant stream of chatter with a customer
while making the necessary adjustments to fine tune their bow to ensure a perfect fit.
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Shortly after graduation from high
school he found himself working full
time in the hardware section doing
odd jobs and as he stressed,
“Weighing a lot of nails”. Being a
young male from Pennsylvania, Bill
was a hunter and he set his sights on
landing a job in the sporting goods
section of the store. It might make a
good addition to the story to say that
Bill even at that young age was look-
ing forward to his future and planning
his career but in actuality and in his
own words he said, “I didn’t have a
plan I just didn’t want to spend the
rest of my life weighing nails”.

Within two years Bill was spend-
ing about two thirds of his time in the
sporting goods section and one third
in hardware. “I was just a snot-nosed
kid without any real training,” Bill
stated. “While I was working in the
sporting goods section I was just a go-
fer. Everything I learned I picked up
on my own. The owner of the store
was a well known trap shooter and the

sporting goods section was built on
gun sales. The archery components
we offered were very basic and limited
in number. Aside from me no one else
in the store was interested in archery. I
was a bowhunter and shot in a league
at a local archery club. Although
archery gear in the 1970’s was still
basic the switch to compounds was
occurring and new equipment and
accessories were springing up on a
regular basis. Most of the shooters at
the local archery club were ordering
their equipment from catalogs
because at that time there were no
archery shops in the area.”

“Hornick’s was buying what little
archery gear it offered from
Worthington Distributors who sold
nuts, bolts, lawn mowers, grease,
kitchen sinks and everything else
including some miscellaneous
archery items,” Bill explained. “The
Worthington salesman didn’t have
any archery knowledge so it was pret-
ty much hit or miss as to what was

purchased. I recognized the trends
that were occurring in archery from
the new equipment I was seeing at the
range. I talked to my boss at Hornick’s
about increasing our inventory to
include some of these new popular
items. Because no one at Hornick’s
had any interest or knowledge of
archery it was up to me to come up
with the items we should stock and
also to find a place to buy them. I
started to do some research and called
Kinsey’s which at that time was a
small but growing distributor in cen-
tral Pennsylvania. Soon a salesman
from Kinsey’s stopped by and it was
my first association with a real archery
only source.”

“Although I continued to spend
some time in the hardware section I
was spending more and more time in
sporting goods and finally the boss
gave me a couple of feet of display
space in which to stock archery gear,”
Bill continued. “Shortly members of
the local archery club were coming in
to buy their archery accessories and

Seems Out of This World
By John Kasun
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These Archery Zone T-shirts are quite
popular with the customers. What
appears to be a series of stars surround-
ing the logo, a carry over from the Twilight
Zone TV show, actually represent “arrow
tuning tear holes”, a nice touch.

Bill’s keen sense of humor is evident in
his use of this “Big Pen” to sign “Big
Checks”. “I keep this oversized pen on the
counter and often offer it to a customer to
sign his check when he makes a large pur-
chase,” Bill said with a twinkle in his eye.
“The customers get a big kick out of it.”

“It cost me $250 to have my shop name
and phone number painted on my truck,”
Bill said. “It was the best money I spent as
it draws a lot of attention. I have had sev-
eral people follow me to the shop and get
out and say, ‘Boy I am glad I spotted your
truck: I have been looking for your shop.’”
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soon they were requesting other new
items as well. Bear was the major bow
line at the time and we added them to
our inventory. Archery was starting to
take off across the country and soon
archery reps were stopping by the
store to show off new items and our
archery section continued to grow.
Hornick’s gun sales were also taking
off and slowly the hardware side of the
business was being replaced with the
expanding sporting goods inventory
and sales.”

As Hornick’s sporting goods sec-
tion grew it began to sell wholesale to
the numerous small dealers in the
surrounding area. In 1977 the
Johnstown area was flooded and
although it suffered severe damage
Hornick’s repaired its building and
replaced its destroyed inventory.
When another local business nearby
decided to relocate after the flood
Hornick’s bought the building and
established HSG Inc. a full fledged
firearm and firearm accessory distrib-
utorship and Bill was transferred to
the new division as head of sales.
While the wholesale division was set
up to service firearms dealers Bill
soon added a wholesale archery line.
This move increased the archery vol-
ume dramatically adding extra profit
to the archery sales in the retail store.
Soon Bill added two delivery trucks
and established regular routes.
Dealers would call in and place their
orders and the items would be deliv-
ered the next day by the route trucks.
In 1986 Bill made a $40,000 sale of
Bear archery gear to a newly estab-
lished account in New York State
called Dick’s Sporting Goods, the orig-
inal store for the now well known
Dick’s chain. 

“Shortly after that sale I got a call
from Fred Bear’s personal secretary,”
Bill laughed. “She asked me if I would
like to come up to Grouse Haven and
hunt with Fred. I was so excited I start-
ed packing before I hung up the
phone. I was thrilled to meet Fred and

found him to be a true gentleman in
every sense of the word. As an added
bonus Neil Armstrong the astronaut
was in camp at the same time making
it truly the experience of a lifetime.”  

“In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s
new distributorships and wholesale
operations were springing up all over
giving everyone a smaller piece of the
pie,” Bill said. “With some large oper-
ators coming on the scene it made it
difficult for a family owned operation
like ours to compete because we did
not have the financial backing some
of the corporate players had. The
wholesale division started to decline
and resources had to be diverted to
support the retail operation which
was carrying the financial burden of
the flood rebuild. When the wholesale
division closed I was transferred back
to the retail store and placed in total
charge of the archery section.”

During Bill’s absence from the
retail store the archery section suf-
fered as no one had Bill’s expertise or
knowledge. With the staff cut back to
the bare bones Bill assumed the
responsibility of personally rebuilding
the retail archery section. Slowly he
expanded the inventory and added
PSE, Bear/Jennings, Darton and Hoyt
bow lines as the budget permitted.
However it was obvious that some-
thing special was needed to attract the
swell of consumer attention that was
required to support the archery

department. That something special
walked through the door one day in
the mid 1990’s in the form of a repre-
sentative from Mathews, a new and
fledging single cam bow company
that was looking for dealers. After a
sporting goods store in an adjacent
town turned Mathews down the rep
thought he would give Hornick’s a try
to see if he could stir up some interest
in the bow line. It was a decision that
would prove profitable for both
Mathews and Hornick’s and have a
major impact on Bill’s future.

“After I looked over the bow and
listened to the sales pitch I was defi-
nitely interested,” Bill explained.
“However when I learned that I would
have to make a commitment of 60
bows for the year I about fell off of the
chair. I was willing to sign for six bows
but 60 seemed like an impossible
number to sell. However the rep was a
great salesman and soon I found
myself pen in hand signing the order
forms. I must admit that I was scared
to death and thought ‘If I don’t sell
these bows I am sure to get fired.’”

Bill put his sales experience into
high gear and not only met his 60 bow
commitment but ordered additional
bows before the year was over. Soon
Hornick’s was attracting customers
from a wide area and in one year Bill
sold 223 Mathews Switchbacks alone.
Archery sales continued to grow and
at its peak the archery section made
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Overall The Archery Zone is well laid out, neat and clean with decorative touches creat-
ing a pleasant and welcoming atmosphere.
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up slightly more than 40 percent of
Hornick’s overall retail sales. 

In spite of the growth of the
archery section Hornick’s was located
in a trade area with growing unem-
ployment and its market share was
reduced when Gander Mountain
established a store in the Johnstown
area in 2004. Hornick’s decided to
close its operation in February of 2007
bringing Bill to a crossroad and a
major decision point for himself and
his family.

“The easiest thing for me to do
was accept the job offered by Gander
Mountain,” Bill said. “I could have run
the archery section at Gander
Mountain but in reality Gander
Mountain would have been running
me. I would not have the freedom I
wanted and I knew for sure I would
not be able to operate in the way I felt
best for myself or my customers. My
other choice would be to open my
own shop but that presented prob-
lems as well. While I had been in busi-
ness all of my life I was not really in

business for myself. When working
the wholesale side of the business at
Hornick’s I saw first hand the prob-
lems many small dealers faced and
how often some of
them simply went out
of business. While I
had really spent my
working career getting
prepared for this
moment the thought
of going into business
for myself was very
scary.”

“I knew to be suc-
cessful I would have to
offer the best and
most popular bow
lines and in my mind
that was Hoyt and
Mathews,” Bill
explained. “I contact-
ed both companies
and after some nego-
tiations they both
agreed to transfer the
lines to me on the
condition that I
opened a store front
shop. I looked around
and found a pool hall
in the basement of a
building with an out-
side ground level
entrance. The outside
of the building was
attractive with plenty
of parking and the

location was great but the inside was a
mess. Things were falling into place
but I would be lying if I didn’t say I was
scared to death to make the commit-
ment. If it wasn’t for the support of my
wife Kathy I am not sure I could have
made the decision. Deep in my heart I
knew the area was cocked and ready
for a full line archery pro shop and all

Circle 279 on Response Card

Although the Archery Zone does not
have indoor lanes a small 15 yard single
lane is set up in a rear room storage area.
The lane is used for bow set-ups and
paper tuning as well as allowing a cus-
tomer to try a bow or receive some one on
one instruction as shown here as Bill
works with a customer.

Trophy photos from customers are on
display around the shop all offering
thanks for Bill’s help in getting them the
right set-up to do the job.

Joann Morgan is Bill’s right-hand “man”
handling customers at check out, fletching
special order arrows, helping with pricing
and restocking inventory as well as a vari-
ety of other miscellaneous jobs around
the shop. Joann came up with the idea of
keeping snack jars on the counter filled
with pretzels and lollipops, both very pop-
ular with the customers.
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I needed to do was pull the trigger but
it was tough making that final deci-
sion. After some sleepless nights I
finally decided to go ahead and there
was no turning back.”  

A former customer, Mark Sirko,
who had a contracting business vol-
unteered to help Bill get the place in
shape. After gutting the interior they
installed a new ceiling and lights,
painted the walls and woodwork and
laid carpet on the floor. In June of
2007, less than four months after
Hornick’s closed, Bill opened The
Archery Zone. That new store itself
was less than four miles from the new
Gander Mountain store.

“I used most of my savings and
maxed out my credit card to buy the
initial inventory needed to fill the
1,550 square feet of retail space,” Bill
said. “I knew I needed to build my
inventory and that meant plowing
every dollar possible back into the
business and turning the inventory as
quickly as possible. According to my
budget I needed to squeeze every
nickel until the buffalo blinked.
Although I planned to initially handle
the sales and service myself I knew I
would need help with checking out
customers, answering the phone,
pricing merchandise, stocking shelves
as well as stripping and refletching
arrows. That was a pretty big order for
one person and my first thoughts
turned to Joann Morgan who had
experience at handling customer
check out.”

“Joann and I had worked together
at Hornick’s. Although she had no
experience with some of the items on
my list we sat down together and went
over the duties I needed. We checked
off the things she was comfortable
with and discussed how to get her up
to speed with the things with which
she needed some explanation and
training. Joann was the perfect choice
and now we are kind of like Batman
and Robin. Not only can she handle
everything I originally thought I

would need her to do but she has
since come up with a list of other
things she can handle to take the pres-
sure off of me when things get hectic.”

“When I opened the shop I put
just about all of my money into inven-
tory and had little left over for adver-
tising,” Bill said. “The one thing I did
do was run some radio ads. I have
always been a Twilight Zone junkie
and when searching for a good name I
settled on The Archery Zone. (The
Twilight Zone was a popular TV series
that aired from 1959 to 1965. It was an
American anthology of macabre, sci-
ence fiction, fantasy and suspense
created by Rod Serling.)  The radio ads
I designed used the same eerie theme
music as the Twilight Zone series and
I found a local guy that could do a
pretty good imitation of Rod Serling.
The radio ads were catchy and once
people heard them they didn’t forget
The Archery Zone.” 

The theme music from Bill’s radio
ad is also the ring tone on his cell
phone and the phone in the shop.
Anytime the phone rings the sound is
subconsciously linked for anyone
who has heard the radio ad or vice-
versa making it a very effective mar-
keting tool.

“After I opened the shop business
slowly started to build through word

of mouth,” Bill explained. “It seemed
as if every time we serviced a cus-
tomer a week or two later he was back
in dragging someone with him and
when that guy bought something he
was back with someone else new a
week or so later. While word of mouth
is the best kind of advertising it is still
important to toot your own horn to
draw attention to your business. Two
of the promotions I came up with that
have been very successful are Super
Bow Sunday and an Archery Raffle
held in conjunction with a local fire
company.”

The first year he was in business
Bill had the bright idea of holding
Super Bow Sunday on the Sunday
before the Super Bowl. As Bill’s shop
does not have indoor lanes he made
arrangements with a local archery
club to use their indoor range for the
day. Bill brought in all of the latest
Hoyt bows in various draw weights
and draw lengths. The public was
invited to come in between 9 a.m. and
3 p.m. and shoot any of the new bows.
The archery club sold snacks, sand-
wiches and soft drinks and Bill drew
for door prizes at random, drawing
tickets deposited by attendees about
every 20 minutes so he could give
away hats, pins and other miscella-
neous small items. With some help
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The Archery Zone is located one block back from a main traffic artery through the area
offering a great location at a reasonable rent.
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from the pro staffers from his shop Bill
and his crew were kept busy fitting
people for new bows some of which
were looking to upgrade and others
who may have never shot before. On
the first Super Bow Sunday Bill sold 25
Hoyt bows. During the 2009 Super
Bow Sunday II Bill sold 35 Hoyt’s.
Residual sales also trickled in over the
two weeks following Super Bow
Sunday credited directly to contacts
made at the show. A contact list
showed that people came from an 80
mile radius to look at and try the new
bows. 

Super Bow Sunday has been such
a success that this year Bori Ly,
Regional Sales Coordinator for Hoyt,
flew in from Salt Lake City just to
attend the event. “When a dealer sells
the amount of bows that Bill does it
attracts attention and when it hap-
pens in a small rural area people real-
ly sit up and take notice,” Bori
stressed. “I wanted to come to
Pennsylvania and support Bill in his
efforts and see his operation first
hand. Bill’s a high energy guy and a
natural salesman who makes people
feel good about themselves, pays
attention to their needs and is not
afraid to be aggressive enough to close
the deal. Bill has a really neat shop but
I must admit when I looked at the
numbers of bows he is selling I
expected a bigger operation. After

meeting Bill and working with him
during Super Bow Sunday I under-
stand why he is one of Hoyt’s top deal-
ers in the nation.”   

Many volunteer and sportsmen’s
clubs across the country hold Gun
Raffles as fund raisers. Using the same
logic Bill approached a local fire com-
pany and put together a Bow Raffle.
The members of the fire company
sold tickets for $20 each with the raffle
to be held at the fire company on a
specific day. On the day of the raffle
ticket holders are welcome to attend
an all you can eat home made buffet

(included in the price of the ticket)
that is open all day. During the course
of the day tickets are drawn for your
choice of either a top of the line Hoyt

Circle 110 on Response Card

Dealer service awards are found through-
out the shop such as the ones shown here
from Hoyt (left) and Mathews (above).

These end caps are fully stocked and
neatly arranged. They act as silent sales-
men making it easy for a customer to pick
up the item they need and go directly to
the check out.
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or Mathews bow with seven bows to
be awarded. In between the bow
drawings $1 tickets were sold for a
variety of other archery items such as
releases, targets, arrows, broadheads,
bow cases etc. 

The firemen knew how much
each item cost so they knew how
many tickets must be sold to cover the
cost of the item plus generate a profit.
When a sufficient number of tickets
were sold the item was raffled off.
Multiple raffles were being held at one
time with a constant stream of tickets
being sold. The action was fast and
furious with everyone eating, drink-
ing, buying tickets and having a good
time. The firemen made money on
the chances and Bill made money as
all items raffled off were purchased
from The Archery Zone. In addition all
of the bow winners plus many of the
other winners came to the shop to buy
other needed accessories to round out
their winnings. The bow raffle was
truly a win-win situation for all
involved plus The Archery Zone firm-
ly established itself as a supporter of
the community. 

When ArrowTrade asked Bill to
give us the secret to his success he
laughed and said, “I have always been
blessed with a lot of luck and I have
found that the harder I work the luck-
ier I get. My focus is always on the cus-
tomer. I come in early each morning
just to straighten up and vacuum the
carpet. I want the shop clean and neat
so everyone feels comfortable espe-

cially the women who come in. I try to
keep the shop organized so I don’t
waste time looking for things and so
the customers can easily see the
inventory. Most of the time I am a one
man band so I use a lot of internal sig-
nage and make sure all inventory is
properly priced so customers can find
what they are looking for. Being orga-
nized helps cut down on the number
of simple questions and makes it eas-
ier for both the customer and me.”

“Because I live in the community
I serve I have also learned that my
shop is never really closed,” Bill said.
“I can be at church, a restaurant or the
ball game and someone will come up
and ask an archery related question. I
always take the time to talk to them
because I never want to pass up an
opportunity to build a relationship

with an existing or potential cus-
tomer. I also like to go with the flow
and give the customer what they
want. It makes no sense to argue the
merits of different broadheads if the
customer is happy with the ones he is
using so I stock a wide variety of the
popular brands and let them pick
what they want. I don’t really care
what broadhead they use as long as
they shoot it out of a Mathews or Hoyt
bow they bought from me.”

“When it comes to inventory I
believe more is better,” Bill explained.
“Basically the more inventory I have
on hand the more I will sell. However
with that being said it is important to
have the right mix and buy that mix at
the right price. I buy direct on most of
my bigger selling items and use dis-
tributors for smaller volume items. In
order to keep my volume up on some
items I try to limit the choices I offer.
Take targets for example. I buy heavily

Bill Puruczky owner of The Archery Zone helps this young shooter line up on the target
during Super Bow Sunday as Boru Ly (left) and Tony Tazza both representatives from
Hoyt provide some encouragement.
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PHOTO LEFT: Every attendee at Super
Bow Sunday could sign up for door prizes.
These two young shooters shown here
were both big winners as they not only
won door prizes but their grandfather also
bought each of them a new bow as well.

PHOTO RIGHT: Smart ideas like the Super
Bow Sunday Promotion mean The Archery
Zone’s business is flourishing in spite of
being located within 4 miles of this
Gander Mountain store in a local shop-
ping center.
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from Morrell and McKenzie. These
two manufacturers offer all the variety
I need and I maximize my volume dis-
counts by not spreading my target
dollars too thin. While I offer several
different releases I recommend Scott
releases whenever I can. Last year I
programmed 60 Scott releases and
sold over 200. I do the same thing with
arrow rests. While I stock a variety of
rests I mount more Whisker Biscuit’s
than anything else. Using this logic I
can offer my customers a choice of
rests while controlling the focus of my
maximum sales which in turn con-
trols my inventory and maximizes my
profit margin through increased sales
of fewer items.”

“I am always on the lookout for
new items or items that would make
good add-on sales like name brand
accessories,” Bill continued. “I have
found that my customers just love
buying name brand accessories like
hats, shirts, jackets, quivers or bow
cases. When a customer spends
$1,000 on a new bow they want every-
one to know it and a logical add-on
sale is a bow case with Hoyt or
Mathews on it. If you don’t believe
that just watch them carry the case
out of the shop. They always carry it
with the name showing.” 

“When it comes to maximizing
sales I don’t believe in fighting trends,”
Bill stressed. “Crossbows are seeing
increased legalization across the
country and have just been legalized
for use in the regular archery season
here in Pennsylvania. I have talked to
several dealers who are angry about

this change and a few are even saying
they won’t sell crossbows but I think
that is foolish. The crossbow is not
going to put me out of business it just
gives me another product to offer my
customers and should expand my
customer base by adding some
younger and older customers who
can’t or choose not to use a regular
bow.”

“When I started the shop one of
my major concerns was how I was
going to survive through the slow
times,” Bill commented. “I have been
in business for two years now and I
have increased my initial inventory by
five times. As far as how am I going to
survive during the slow periods I can
honestly say I don’t know because for
me I have yet to have a slow period. I
keep going full speed just to keep up.”

Starting up a new archery shop
under the conditions Bill faced when
he decided to open The Archery Zone
may have seemed impossible but he
put the odds in his favor by combin-
ing his experience and knowledge
with sheer determination. An exam-
ple of this determination occurred
two weeks before his 2009 Super Bow
Sunday event when a large water pipe
broke in the ceiling over the shop
ruining the ceiling and carpet and
damaging some of the inventory. Bill
never missed a beat as he had the
mess cleaned up and oversaw the
necessary repairs without closing the
shop and still held Super Bow Sunday
as scheduled. 

The story of The Archery Zone is
an excellent example of what can be

done when any existing business or
planned business applies themselves
and instead of focusing on problems,
focuses on solutions. 

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business
consultant with experience in corpo-
rations large and small. He can be
reached at 126 Hickory Lane,
Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at
(814) 695-5784 or by email at
kasun@atlanticbb.net.

53Circle 248 on Response Card

During Super Bow Sunday there was a steady flow of shooters anxious to try all the
new Hoyt models. A large number of pro-staffers and Hoyt representatives were on
hand to ensure that everyone got personal attention.
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